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Word color blind test

Have you ever wondered how well you can see? If you're not already wearing a pair of prescription glasses, chances are you might not actually know how well your vision works. If you've been to an eye doctor, or just for a regular check up, you've probably had to read one of these charts with random
letters of different sizes. But there have been a variety of online tests popping up that will be able to get a pretty good grasp of how well you look. Whether it's reading words that are hard to see, or picking out the color that differs from the others, here are 16 eye tests that you will want to try. #1 Look at
the picture before reading the caption! Can you tell me what the word in the box says? Some of them are a bit lighter than others so give it a try. If you're bad here say Eat, but I guess you probably got it. #2 This one's a little harder! Try to read it without getting close to the screen. The trick is to let your
eyes relax. Can you see it? The word hidden in this image is 'Boot'. #3's going to get the hang of it? See if you can read this without looking at the answer first. Can you tell me what it says? If you look closely, you should be able to read the word Sweet. #4 Are your eyes starting to play tricks on you yet?
How many have you got right? Can you read this? If you look very closely you will be able to disface the word Park. #5 Can you see this? The way the color of the text pops against the blue makes this one a little easier than the others. But if you're still squinting, the word here says Love. #6 Now I'm sure
you'll be bad at this. I promise you that there really is a word written here. Can you see it? You may have to get a little closer to the screen or look from a different angle, but the word in this box is Hat. #7 I bet it's starting to look more and more like there's nothing written in the boxes but I assure you that
there is. Take your time. Can you see it? The word written here is Bead. It almost looks like it has been written using invisible ink as you can only barely do it. #8 Last Word of Color! Can you see the word? This one is probably the hardest to see. How many have you got right so far? This last color/word
test reads 'Tree'. #9 Another fun way to test your vision is to try to pick the odd color out. The next set of tests will be a series of colored blocks. Your job is to find the one that's different! Can you see it in this picture? It is the upper left corner that is a lighter shade of green. #10 This may be more difficult
than it may seem. The simpler tests like this and the previous one have a vision level on par with a mole. Can you find the odd color out? It's in the second row from the bottom, right. #11 If you get this right you will be close vision of a dog. Can you spot the different hues? One technique for finding the
color quickly is to allow your eyes to go slightly out of focus. This can make the odd color jump out more. The different colored box is in the lower left corner. #12 This will mean you have sight on a par with a cat. Can you see it? The more squares and subtle changes in shadow make it increasingly difficult
to spot the difference. The different colored square is in the middle row, and is the fourth square from the beginning. #13 Last Color Grid! If you can spot this one, it will mean you have vision as sharp as a tiger's. Can you see it? The different colored box is the upper right corner. It's slightly brighter in
shadow. #14 Last but not least, some color blind testing! There will be a number in the middle of the next three pictures. See if you can see what it is. The number in this circle is a seven. #15 People who are color blind will have difficulty seeing the number in the circle. Can you get out? In this one you
should see the number forty-five. #16 Last! Can you see the number in this picture? If you've had trouble seeing any of the pictures or words in this quiz, it may be time to have a check up with your ophthalmologist. The longer you put strain on your eyes, the worse your vision will be. The number in this
circle is a six. SOURCE: providr.com Media Source How good is your vision? Can you clearly see objects that are 200 meters away or directly in front of your face? That's good to hear, but it's not the only metrics that participate in perfect vision. You also need to account for how well you see color. Can
you try it? You really can! Look at this picture. There's a word hidden in there. No, I'm not pulling my leg. Can you spot the hidden letters in this picture? Media source The word in that picture is tree. Could you see it? Feeling pretty good about yourself now, are you? Well see if you can find the other
hidden words in this series. Media Source How about this one? If you could spot the last picture, it meant your mastery of light blue is total. But what if we add a little green to the broth and make a teal visual soup. Do you see anything? Media Source Talking about broth and soup was not an accident. I
tried to let go of any suggestion that the hidden word was eating. Even if I see how it could have been misleading, because you drink, sip or slurp soup more than eat it, I guess. Media Source Are you two for two so far? All right, let's change gears. You've done well with shades of blue and blue-green, but
can you find a word in purple? Media source The hidden word you were looking for is boot. If you haven't stumped yet, fine, but don't get cocky. We're just getting started. Getting comfortable, which I understand can be difficult in some boots. Media Source We are doing a U-turn back to blue for this Only
now is it a darker shade. It turns out it can mess with some people's eyeballs. Is that yours? Media Source The word in the sea of blue is park. I think it's appropriate, don't I? After all, parks and blue are both so calm. I could sit and stare at them all day. Media Source I'll be honest, this is a tough one for
me. I blame the resolution on my computer screen. Yes... That's it. My vision is good. It's the screen's fault. Media Source If you couldn't spot the word, you might not feel this right now. The right answer is love. Then again, love is supposed to be out of reach and frustrating. It can be so confusing, even
when it's right in front of your face. Media Source I had a lot more luck with shades of blue. So I'm happy to return to a purpler version of it. Wait, is purpler even a word? Maybe that word is hidden in there... Media Source Nope, it's not purpler, it's hate. This is a feeling you can experience right now.
Especially if you haven't been able to spot any of the words and an optometrist recently said you had perfect vision and charged you $600 for basically nothing. Media Source Drink in this shade of pink. The word in this picture comes in many forms. Appropriately, many of them happen to be pink. Media
Source Strawberry ice cream, cake glaze and some puddings can all be pink. They are also all very cute. Sweet is the word hidden in that picture. MediaSource You've made it to the end. If you are seven for seven, you have the opportunity to pass this color vision test with a perfect score. Don't mess it
up now! What do you see? Media source The last hidden word is gem. That's it! How'd it go for you? If you couldn't spot so many, don't feel so bad. Make your dog take this test. I'm sure you'll do better than them. Do you have a perfect color vision? Do you have perfect vision? Most of the people often
find it difficult to distinguish the difference between colors. People often don't test their vision and say I don't have to take any kind of tests to make sure I'm not color blind. We're going to take a test and there are a lot of people on the internet who claim to have a perfect sight. They take this test and then
say I didn't know I didn't have a perfect color vision. Although the majority of people have some questions about their visions, but they are not the big ones. There are many types of color vision flaws that cause problems in the vision of particular color. Some people have trouble identifying blue color while
others are not able to see green and there are many such kind of color flaws. This test is not a medical test and we do not claim that it will accurately tell you about your vision, but the people who have a healthy eyesight can easily pass this test. So, it's pretty simple you got to do is just see the word that
is inside the color box. There are different color combinations that are designed to test your vision capabilities. There are 10 boxes of different colors and each box has a word written on it. All you have to do is see if you are able to separate the word or not. You should not adjust the brightness or tilt the

screen unless you are a cheater. Each photo in this test is designed to determine whether a person has a healthy color vision or not. The answers are written below but you are not supposed to look at them at the same time as the color vision test here we go! 1. 2. 3. 4. Read also: 22 times when English
grammar was found brutally murdered 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. PHOTO CREDITS: Loryn Brantz / BuzzFeed Here are the answers: 1. Tree, 2. Eat, 3. Boot, 4. Sweet, 5. Park, 6. Love, 7. Hat, 8. Pearl, 9. Bogan, 10. Yakka Comment your score in the comments section guys. I got 9/10. Keep up with the latest daily
buzz with buzzfeed daily's newsletter! Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily's newsletter! You may think your vision is perfect because you can easily identify shades and shades, but there's really more to it than just knowing what color you're seeing. There are different types of tests that
can determine if your color vision is what it should be. Having a deficiency may not be apparent at first but if you sometimes start to look blue as green or red as orange, then it may be time to get your eyes checked. Want to test if your color vision is correct? This quiz should help you figure out. [Do not
adjust your monitor, otherwise it would be cheating!] cheats!]
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